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Abstract

For the first time the $g$ factor of an isotope beyond $N = 20$ near the 'island of inversion' has been measured. A $^{34}$Al radioactive beam was produced in a one-neutron pickup reaction on a $^{36}$S primary beam at 77.5 MeV/u, providing a large spin-polarization for application of the $\beta$-Nuclear Magnetic Resonance ($\beta$-NMR) method. The measured $g$ factor of $^{34}$Al, $|g|=0.539(2)$, combined with results from earlier $\beta$-decay studies, allows to firmly assign a ground state spin/parity $4^-$ ...
the $N = 20$, as well as the $N = 28$ gap, reveals that both are significantly reduced, despite $Z = 13$ being outside the conventional island of inversion.

The disappearance of magic numbers is one of the amazing features discovered in the physics of nuclei far from stability. A good example is the $N \sim 20$ region, where a mass anomaly in $^{31,32}$Na [1] and a large deformation observed for $^{32}$Mg [2] were in contrast to the spherical behavior expected for a nucleus with magic number $N = 20$. The unusual properties of these nuclei were explained in terms of states with two neutrons excited across the $N = 20$ shell gap, called $2p2h$ (2 particle - 2 hole) intruder states. The region where such intruder state is the ground state, is often referred to as the “island of inversion”, and it was predicted [3] to consist of nine nuclei with $10 \leq Z \leq 12$ and $20 \leq N \leq 22$. Experiments have shown however, that some isotopes with $N < 20$ also belong to the island of inversion, e.g. the $N = 19$ isotones $^{30}$Na and $^{31}$Mg [4,5]. This might be explained by a decrease of the $N = 20$ shell gap [6,7] for isotopes below $Z = 14$, because of the strong $T = 0$ monopole interaction between neutrons in the $0d_{3/2}$ and protons in the $0d_{5/2}$ orbits [8,9]. On the other hand, little experimental data are available for nuclei with $N > 20$ and even none for $N = 21$ isotopes with $Z < 14$. The odd-odd $N = 21$ isotopes are particularly sensitive to the proton-neutron part of the shell model interactions. Recently developed effective shell model interactions, used to describe properties in this mass region, differ mainly in this part and thus experimental observables that probe this part of the effective interactions are crucial inputs to test their validity.

As a function of proton number, not much is known either on how far the island is extending beyond $Z > 12$. Since the $^{14}$Si isotope is known to have a normal ground state [10], the ground state structure of the transitional $^{13}$Al isotopes is of great interest. A recent measurement of the magnetic moments of Al isotopes up to $^{33}$Al ($N = 20$) suggested a sizable amount ($> 25\%$) of intruder mixing into the $^{33}$Al ground state [11]. Such mixing was not observed through the $^{33}$Al $\beta$-decay [12].

In this Letter we aim to further investigate whether intruder configurations contribute to the neutron rich Al ground state wave functions, in which case another modification of the concept of ’island of inversion’ has to be considered, now towards higher $Z$. For the first time, the ground state structure of an isotope with 21 neutrons close to the originally proposed ’island of inversion’, can be investigated by measuring its $g$ factor (related to the magnetic moment $\mu = I g \mu_N$). The magnetic moment is a decisive observable to determine which...
configuration dominates the ground state. E.g. in the \( N = 19 \) isotones \(^{30}\)Na and \(^{31}\)Mg the magnetic moment played a key role in determining that their ground state has a nearly pure intruder \( 2p2h \) configuration, and thus they occur inside the island of inversion \([4,5,8]\). Furthermore, the moments of odd-odd isotopes are shown to be also sensitive to odd-proton odd-neutron configuration mixing, as demonstrated e.g. for \(^{30}\)Na \([8]\). Therefore, the magnetic moment of \(^{34}\)Al will not only be sensitive to mixing of intruder configurations in its wave function (and thus to the strength of the \( N = 20 \) gap), but also to configuration mixing between the \( \pi(sd)\nu0f_{7/2} \) and the \( \pi(sd)\nu1p_{3/2} \) configurations (and thus to the \( N = 28 \) gap between the \( \nu0f_{7/2} \) and \( \nu1p_{3/2} \) orbit). This \( N = 28 \) gap is known to vary from 2 MeV in \(^{40}\)Ca down to 1 MeV in \(^{35}\)Si \([13,14]\), but no experimental information is available for lower \( Z \) values. Through the magnetic moment of the \( N = 21 \) isotope \(^{34}\)Al, we can now for the first time probe the interaction between \( sd \) protons and \( fp \) neutrons, for isotopes with an open \( \pi0d_{5/2} \) orbit, thus approaching the island of inversion. By evaluating the amount of intruder mixing in the Al ground states through a consistent comparison of their moments with large scale shell model calculations, one can see how the gradual transition from normal Si to deformed Mg isotopes, suggested by the \(^{33}\)Al \( g \) factor analysis \([11]\), occurs for \( N = 21 \). This will reveal whether or not intruder states become more important in \( N = 21 \) than in \( N = 20 \) isotopes, which was never verified experimentally. This result will thus for the first time shed light on the island of inversion beyond \( N = 20 \) and possibly extend the island towards higher \( Z \) values.

The \(^{34}\)Al half life, \( t_{1/2}=56.3(5) \text{ ms} \) \([13]\), is ideally suited for application of the \( \beta \)-Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (\( \beta \)-NMR) technique \([15]\), for which a spin-polarized \(^{34}\)Al beam is required. In our earlier studies, spin-polarized Al beams have been produced through the fragmentation of a \(^{36}\)S primary beam at 77 MeV/u \([11,16]\) by selecting fragments in the wing of their longitudinal momentum yield curve. To produce \(^{34}\)Al (\( N=21 \)) fragments from a primary \(^{36}\)S (\( N=20 \)) beam, the ions have to pick-up one neutron from the target and three protons should be released. The spin-polarization process in a pure pick-up reaction was investigated by Groh et al. who demonstrated that \(^{37}\)K fragments produced by a one-proton pick-up from a \(^{36}\)Ar beam at 150 MeV/u, are spin-polarized and the largest polarization was observed for fragments selected in the center of the longitudinal momentum distribution \([17]\). For \(^{34}\)Al fragments produced in the reaction of a \(^{36}\)S\(^{16+}\) beam (77.5 MeV/u) on a \(^{9}\)Be target (\( \sim 200 \text{ mg/cm}^2 \)) Turzo et al. \([18]\) also observed the largest polarization at the maximum of the longitudinal momentum yield curve. The observed trend of the polarization as a function of the fragments momentum could be reproduced using the pick-up model suggested by Groh et al. \([17]\) and assuming that the subsequent loss of protons does not modify the polarization. The experimental procedure has been extensively described in \([18]\) and was used in this work. With the LISE fragment separator at GANIL \([19]\) a polarized \(^{34}\)Al beam with purity 93\% and a rate of 900 pps (for a primary beam intensity of typically
Fig. 1. NMR resonances of $^{34}$Al in Si crystal. The open dots are obtained with the rf-field switched off. The right panel shows the results from individual scans with their weighted mean.

$2e\mu A$) was selected. The beam has been implanted in a Si crystal at room temperature, which was immersed into a static magnetic field applied parallel to the polarization symmetry axis. The polarized ensemble decays asymmetrically along the polarization axis, which is observed as an asymmetry in the count rate in two detectors placed parallel ($N(0^\circ)$) and antiparallel ($N(180^\circ)$) to the field direction. The $g$ factor is determined by measuring a destruction of the spin-polarization as a function of an applied radio-frequency (rf) field with frequency $\nu_{rf}$. Typically five to ten discrete rf-frequencies are applied during a few seconds each, after which the rf-field is switched off for a few seconds. Such a scan is repeated until the statistical error on the asymmetry at resonance is at least $3\sigma$ out of the baseline. Every applied frequency is modulated over a range $\Delta \nu_{rf}$ in order to guarantee that the resonance condition is fulfilled in at least one of the applied frequency ranges and that full destruction of the initial polarization occurs. When the applied rf range $\nu_{rf} \pm \Delta \nu_{rf}$ covers the Larmor frequency $\nu_L = \frac{g \mu_N B_0}{\hbar}$, the polarization is destroyed and this is observed as a change in the $\beta$-asymmetry $= \frac{N(0^\circ)}{N(180^\circ)} - 1$. More details on the experimental $\beta$-NMR set-up and methodology can be found in [11].

A search for a resonance signal in the $\beta$-decay asymmetry was performed for a large $g$ factor range, from $g = 0.22$ up to $g = 0.85$, using a large frequency modulation of 20 kHz. A change in asymmetry was observed for $g = 0.51 \pm 0.03$. In order to obtain the $g$ factor more precisely, three measurements with a smaller frequency modulation of 9 kHz, 8 kHz and 4 kHz were performed. The observed resonance curves for the latter two are shown in Figure 1, where the $\beta$-asymmetry is normalized to the average of the outermost data points which are out of resonance. The resonances are fitted to a theoretical curve that is calculated by numerically integrating the coupled differential equations.
The normal ground state configuration of $^{34}$Al is dominated by a $\pi d_{5/2}^{-1}\nu f_{7/2}$ configuration with respect to a $^{34}$Si core [21], allowing possible spins $(1, ..., 6)^-$. Mixing with $2p2h$ neutron excitations provides similar spin possibilities. The $1p1h$ intruder configuration $\pi d_{5/2}^{-1}\nu (d_{3/2}^{-1}f_{7/2})$ leads to $(1, ..., 4)^+\text{ spin/parities. According to Paar’s parabolic rule [22], ground state candidates are then } 3^-, 4^-, 5^-\text{ or } 1^+, 4^+. \text{ As no feeding to the } 0^+ \text{ ground state of } ^{34}\text{Si is observed in the } ^{34}\text{Al } \beta\text{-decay [21], a } 1^+ \text{ intruder ground state is excluded. The } 4255 \text{ keV level in } ^{34}\text{Si decays within less than } 300 \text{ ns to its } 0^+ \text{ ground state and therefore this level must have a spin lower than 4 [13]. Because this level is populated with large intensity in the } ^{34}\text{Al } \beta\text{-decay, spin 5 has been excluded as ground state spin [13]. Our measured } g \text{ factor, } |g_{\text{exp}}| = 0.539(2), \text{ allows to firmly exclude also the } 3^- \text{ and } 4^+ \text{ options. With the additivity rule for nuclear moments [15] the Schmidt values are: } g_{\text{sch}}(\pi d_{5/2}^{-1}\nu d_{3/2}^{-1}, 4^+) = +1.49 \text{ and } g_{\text{sch}}(\pi d_{5/2}^{-1}\nu f_{7/2}, 3^-) = -0.03. \text{ A more reliable estimate is obtained using empirical single particle } g \text{ factors, as deduced from normal neighboring isotopes, } g(\text{Al, } 5/2^+) = +1.532(2) [11] \text{ and } g(\text{Si, } 7/2^-) = -0.468(1) [23], \text{ leading to } g_{\text{emp}}(4^+) = +1.26 \text{ and } g_{\text{emp}}(3^-) = -0.05. \text{ All values strongly deviate from our observed } g \text{ factor and thus we can firmly exclude } 3^- \text{ and } 4^+ \text{ as ground state spin assignments. The empirical } g \text{ factors for the } 4^- \text{ and } 5^- \text{ configurations are rather similar, } g_{\text{emp}}(5^-) = +0.34 \text{ and } g_{\text{emp}}(4^-) = +0.21. \text{ and therefore the } 5^- \text{ assignment can not be excluded by this } g \text{ factor measurement. However, the spin 5 was excluded from the } \beta\text{-decay study [13]. Thus the } I^e = 4^- \text{ assignment remains the only one that is compatible with both the decay and the } g \text{ factor data.} 

We compare our measured } g \text{ factor to advanced large scale shell model calculations. Because the shell model calculates magnetic moments and not } g \text{ factors, we compare the deduced experimental magnetic moment assuming spin 4 or spin 5 (Table 1), to the values that are predicted for the } 4^- \text{ and } 5^- \text{ states. With all shell model interactions, these two states are competing to be the ground state: they occur both below } 100 \text{ keV. The large-scale shell model calculations have been performed using two commonly used effective shell model interactions: the sdpf interaction developed by the Strasbourg-Madrid group [24] and the SDFP-M interaction developed by the Tokyo group [6]. Both interactions}
start from the USD interaction [25] for the $sd$ shell, while different cross-shell interactions are used. Also their monopole matrix elements have been tuned differently, leading to other effective single particle energies and shell gaps. The major differences are summarized by Caurier et al., and illustrated in Fig. 1 of [14]. The sd$pf$ interaction was modified in order to reproduce the low energy of the $3/2^-$ level in $^{35}$Si, which is dominated by the $\nu p_{3/2}$ configuration [13]. Thus the $N = 28$ gap in this new sd$pf$.sm is smaller than in SDPF-M, and for odd-odd isotopes with 21 neutrons it predicts a larger mixing with configurations involving the $\nu 1p_{3/2}$ orbit, which leads to a larger magnetic moment. On the other hand, the $N = 20$ shell gap is smaller in the SDPF-M interaction, which invokes a larger contribution of intruder configurations in the ground state wave functions and yet the appearance of a larger ’island of inversion’, including the $^{33,34}$Al isotopes. As the nuclear moments of odd-odd $N = 21$ isotones are thus very sensitive to these two shell gaps, comparing their experimental values to the predictions from both large-scale calculations provides a crucial test for these effective shell model interactions. The present result is the first that is experimentally accessible for such a comparison.

In both calculations a $^{16}$O core is used, with 5 protons in the $sd$ shell. In the sd$pf$.sm calculations we allowed up to 3 neutron excitations from the $sd$ to the $\nu (0f_{7/2}1p_{3/2})$ orbits, while in the SDPF-M calculations no limitation on the number of excitations across $N = 20$ is considered. Thus mixing between normal and intruder configurations (up to $2p2h$ in sd$pf$.sm and up to $npnh$ in SDPF-M) is included in both calculations. Free-nucleon $g$ factors have been used, as in our earlier studies on the Al and Mg isotopes [5,11]. The results from both shell model calculations are compared to the experimental magnetic moments in Table 1 (SDPF-M’ is discussed further).

Borremans et al. [28] have shown that the structure of the odd Al isotopes up to $A = 31$ is dominated by a proton hole in the $\pi d_{5/2}$ orbital, and that their magnetic moments are well described with the USD interaction with protons and neutrons restricted to the $sd$ shell [25]. From stable $^{25}$Al up to $N = 18$ $^{31}$Al, the magnetic moments are reproduced to better than 2%. For the $N = 20$ isotope $^{33}$Al, Himpe et al. [11] reported recently a deviation of 4% from the USD-value. Considering the high experimental precision that is obtained for all moments and the good agreement with the USD predictions for the less exotic isotopes, they concluded that this deviation is an indication for a $2p2h$ intruder state admixture into the $^{33}$Al ground state wave function. Indeed, by including excitation across the $N = 20$ shell gap, the calculated moment decreases from $4.26\mu_N$ (without $2p2h$ contribution) towards respectively $4.22\mu_N$ with sd$pf$.sm (with 10% $2p2h$ contribution) and $3.84\mu_N$ with SDPF-M (with 59% $2p2h$). As the experimental magnetic moment of $4.01\mu_N$ lies between the latter two values, it was concluded that some intruder state admixture into the $^{33}$Al
Table 1
Magnetic moments of Al isotopes (data from [26], [11] and this work). The absolute deviation between theory and experiment is given in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>I^π</th>
<th>t_{1/2}</th>
<th>( \mu_{\text{exp}} )</th>
<th>( \mu_{\text{sdpf.sm}} )</th>
<th>( \mu_{\text{SDPF-M}} )</th>
<th>( \mu_{\text{SDPF-M'}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Odd-even</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5/2^+</td>
<td>44 ms</td>
<td>4.088(5)</td>
<td>4.22 (3.2%)</td>
<td>3.84 (6.0%)</td>
<td>3.83 (6.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5/2^+</td>
<td>640 ms</td>
<td>3.830(5)</td>
<td>3.81 (0.5%)</td>
<td>3.77 (1.5%)</td>
<td>3.76 (1.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odd-odd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4^-</td>
<td>56 ms</td>
<td>2.156(16)</td>
<td>1.52 (29%)</td>
<td>1.49 (31%)</td>
<td>1.75 (19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1^+</td>
<td>33 ms</td>
<td>1.952(2)</td>
<td>1.83 (6.0%)</td>
<td>1.88 (3.7%)</td>
<td>1.86 (4.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3^+</td>
<td>3.60 s</td>
<td>3.010(7)</td>
<td>3.00 (0.3%)</td>
<td>3.09 (2.7%)</td>
<td>3.07 (2.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3^+</td>
<td>2.24 m</td>
<td>3.242(5)</td>
<td>3.08 (5.0%)</td>
<td>3.01 (7.2%)</td>
<td>3.01 (7.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. (Color on-line) (a) Experimental magnetic moments of odd-odd Al isotopes (errors smaller than the dot size) compared to large-scale shell model calculations (data from [11,26]). (b) Calculated contribution of 2p2h configurations in the wave functions.

ground state wave function must be present. To conclude on the exact amount of mixing, a more extended theoretical analysis is needed, which is not the scope of this work.
For the odd-odd Al isotopes the agreement with the calculations is in general somewhat less. That is because these magnetic moments are extremely sensitive to the odd-proton odd-neutron configuration mixing which occurs in these nuclei. Thus these odd-odd moments are a very good test for the validity of the used $sd - pf$ cross shell effective interaction. For the isotopes with $N < 20$, where only the $sd$ shell is supposed to play a major role for protons and neutrons, the agreement between experimental and calculated moments is about 5% or better (Table 1 and Fig. 2a). However, for the $N = 21$ isotope $^{34}$Al, which has at least one neutron in the $fp$ shell, both calculations underestimate the magnetic moment by 30% for the $4^-$ state. The deviation is even larger if we would assume that our measured $g$-factor corresponds to a $5^-$ state. This large deviation is a clear signature that in both interactions something is not fully taken into account. In Fig. 2b we compare the predicted amount of $2p2h$ intruder configurations in the odd-odd Al wave functions. Although both models predict a very different amount of intruder mixing in the $^{34}$Al $4^-$ level, they both predict similar values for its magnetic moment. To understand this, we have made constrained shell model calculations with both interactions. The magnetic moments for a pure $(\pi(sd)\nu f 7/2)_4^-$ and $(\pi(sd)\nu p 3/2)_4^-$ configuration are very different, as shown in Fig. 3a. Both interactions predict similar values for these pure configurations, and in a simple two-level mixing calculation it would require more than 70% of $\nu p 3/2$ occupation probability to reproduce the experimental $4^-$ magnetic moment (and thus an inversion of the $\nu f 7/2$ and $\nu p 3/2$ orbits, which seems most unlikely). A configuration with one neutron in the $p 3/2$ orbital can not lead to a spin 5, and thus such mixing can not be considered to explain the deviation between experiment and theory in this case. The effect of intruder components in the $4^-$ wave function is demonstrated in Fig. 3b, where constrained calculations are made for pure $0p0h$ and $2p2h$ configurations. Both interactions predict a different value for the $0p0h$ configuration. That is because they differ in the $N = 28$ gap: the $0p0h$ magnetic moment is larger with sdpf.sm due to a larger contribution from $\pi(sd)\nu p 3/2$ (13% as compared to 6% for SDPF-M), which occurs because the $N = 28$ gap is 500 keV smaller in the sdpf.sm. This does however not affect the conclusion related to the amount of mixing with intruder configurations needed in the wave function, to reproduce the experimental $4^-$ moment. With both interactions, a simple two-level mixing calculation predicts that between 55% and 70% of intruder configurations is needed to account for the observed large magnetic moment. Inclusion of intruder configurations in the $5^-$ wave function leads to a magnetic moment that is at most $2.31 \mu_N$ for a pure $2p2h$ configuration, which is well below the experimental $5^-$ value. In conclusion, an agreement between the observed magnetic moment and shell model values using two commonly used interactions in the $sd pf$ shell model, can be obtained for the $4^-$ state, by considering the subtle interplay between the effect of the reduced $N = 20$ gap (leading to more intruder contribution) and the reduced $N = 28$ gap (leading to more mixing with $\nu p 3/2$).
Fig. 3. (a) Linear interpolation between calculations constrained to \((\pi(sd)^5\nu f_{7/2})_{4^-}\) and \((\pi(sd)^5\nu p_{3/2})_{4^-}\) configurations. (b) Same for calculations restricted to pure \(0p0h\) and \(2p2h\) \(4^-\) configurations.

In an attempt to see the effect of a reduced \(N = 28\) gap in SDPF-M, we lowered the single particle energy of the \(\nu p_{3/2}\) level by 500 keV in order to reproduce the \(^{35}\)Si \(3/2^-\) energy (as it was done before in the sdpf.sm). With this modified SDPF-M’ the magnetic moments of the isotopes with \(N \leq 20\) are not changed much, because this \(\nu p_{3/2}\) level does not play a role in their wave function (see Table 1). However, the magnetic moment for \(^{34}\)Al significantly changes towards the experimental value and the amount of intruder mixing increases as well (triangles in Fig. 2a and 2b). Thus a combination of both effects - a significant mixing with intruder configurations and a significant mixing with \(\pi(sd)\nu p_{3/2}\) components - is the key to better agreement with the experimental magnetic moment of this \(N = 21\) isotope. This illustrates the importance of dipole moments for probing unknown changes in the effective single particle levels.

It is of importance to test the SDPF-M and SDPF-M’ results with other available experimental data on \(^{34}\)Al, shown in Fig. 4. All calculated levels are mixed with intruder \(npnh\) configurations \((n = 1, 3\) for positive parity and \(n = 2, 4\) for negative parity states\). The \(g\) factor and the amount of \(npnh\) mixing are given for all \(4^-\) and \(5^-\) levels. The modified SDPF-M’ (as well as the sdpf.sm) correctly predicts the \(4^-\) as the ground state. This is due to the lower \(\nu p_{3/2}\) level, which pushes the \(4^-\) level down relative to the \(5^-\), because of an increased mixing with \((\pi d_{5/2}^-\nu p_{3/2})_{4^-}\) components. The experimental \(g\) factor is in-between the value for the \(4^-\) ground state and for the \(4^-\) first excited level around 650 keV, both with very mixed normal/intruder configurations. This suggests that the real amount of intruder mixing is somewhere between these values, in agreement with the predictions from the simple two-level mixing calculations.

Only one excited state is known in \(^{34}\)Al, populated through an intermediate energy Coulomb excitation reaction [27] via a highly collective transition.
with \( B(E2, g.s. \rightarrow e.x.) = 100(39) e^2 f m^4 \). The \( B(E2) \) transition rates to the lowest \((2,3,4)^-\) levels calculated with the SDPF-M' (Fig. 4) with standard effective charges \( e_\pi = 1.3e \) and \( e_\nu = 0.5e \), show best agreement for populating the second \( 4^-_2 \) level, thus suggesting that this is the most likely spin/parity assignment to this level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy (keV)</th>
<th>SDPF-M</th>
<th>SDPF-M'</th>
<th>Exp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>+0.354 (41%)</td>
<td>+0.373 (44%)</td>
<td>+0.366 (45%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>+0.373 (44%)</td>
<td>+0.354 (41%)</td>
<td>+0.438 (55%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>+0.428 (74%)</td>
<td>+0.442 (72%)</td>
<td>+0.366 (45%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>+0.583 (66%)</td>
<td>+0.583 (66%)</td>
<td>+0.438 (55%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>+0.442 (74%)</td>
<td>+0.442 (74%)</td>
<td>+0.539 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Levels below 1 MeV calculated with the SDPF-M and SDPF-M' interactions compared to experimental data.

We summarize our qualitative present available knowledge about the island of inversion in Fig. 5. The nuclei for which intruder components are established in their ground state, appear as an island above the 'normal' isotopes. The color scale should be taken as a rough guide as to whether the isotope has a mainly normal dominant (yellow) or intruder dominant (red) ground state. The information for the isotopes in red is taken from [29] for \(^{30}\)Ne, [8] for the Na isotopes, [5] for \(^{31}\)Mg, [30] for \(^{32,34}\)Mg, [31] for \(^{33}\)Mg, [11] for \(^{33}\)Al and this work for \(^{34}\)Al. The Si isotopes are placed outside the island with a question mark for \(^{34}\)Si, based on the work of Baumann et al. [21] and Ibbotson et al. [10]. The other Si isotopes are found in agreement with normal ground state configurations [10,23]. Concerning the \(^{33,34}\)Al isotopes, we concluded that the amount of mixing in the \( N = 21 \) isotope \(^{34}\)Al is more important than in the \( N = 20 \) isotope \(^{33}\)Al, by comparing their measured \( g \) factors to the existing shell model calculations with free \( g \) factors. To investigate this in further detail, other observables such as spectroscopic factors taken from knockout reactions need to be measured and compared to the predictions by different shell model calculations.

Summarizing these results in a qualitative figure, illustrates that a gradual transition from the 'normal' sd-shell region into the island of inversion happens not only as a function of \( N \) (as illustrated before in [8]), but also as a function of \( Z \) as illustrated by the present data.
Fig. 5. Isotopes in and near the island of inversion: intruder dominant ground states (red), normal ground states (yellow) and mixed configurations (rose). Isotopes with yet unknown configurations are in light grey and the unknown isotopes from the initially defined island in dark grey.

In conclusion, the ground state structure of an $N = 21$ isotone with a hole in the $\pi d_{5/2}$ orbital could be investigated for the first time. The measured $g$ factor of the $^{34}$Al ground state, $|g| = 0.539(4)$, confirms the assigned spin/parity $4^-$. The magnetic moment $\mu = (+)2.156(16)\mu_N$ is much larger than the values calculated with the most recent large-scale shell model interactions. This has two causes: the magnetic moment is extremely sensitive to mixing with intruder configurations in the wave function (related to the $N = 20$ shell gap), but also to the occupation of the $\nu 1p_{3/2}$ orbital (related to the $N = 28$ shell gap). Contrary to earlier studies suggesting that Al isotopes have a normal ground state across the $N = 20$ region, this result establishes a large mixing of at least 50% of intruder configurations in the $^{34}$Al ground state. Furthermore, the subtle interplay between the effect of reduced $N = 20$ and $N = 28$ shell gaps at $Z = 13$ observed through the $g$ factor, will provide a severe test for a further improved effective shell model interaction. This is indispensable information, that cannot be deduced from binding energies or from decay and level scheme studies.
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